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ABSTRACT
WATER SURFACES DETECTION FROM SENTINEL-1 SAR IMAGES
USING DEEP LEARNING
by
Chao Huang Lin
March 2021

Nowadays, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images have been widely used in the
industry and the scientific community for different remote sensing applications. The
main advantage of SAR technology is that it can acquire images from nighttime since
it does not require sunlight. Additionally, it can capture images under the cloud where the
traditional optical sensor is limited. It is very convenient to use SAR image for surface
water detection because the flatness of the calm water surface reflects off all the energy
from the radar and this makes the surface water appears in a SAR image as dark pixels.
The traditional way to mark out water from SAR images is by just using the thresholding
method which a pixel is classified as water when its value is below a certain threshold.
This method works fine in a plain rural area, but the complex features of urban areas
make it more challenging, for example, highways and buildings’ shadows can be easily
misclassified as water. To solve this problem, we propose the Fully Convolutional Neural
Network (FCN) Encoder method, a deep learning model based on the convolutional
implementation of sliding windows. The FCN Encoder is designed to detect water from
SAR images by considering both the pixel intensity and the spatial information of the
pixel (i.e., its neighborhood). In our experiments, we first train the network using the
So2sat dataset, which contains patches of Sentinel-1 satellite SAR images. Next, we
use the trained neural network to detect water from SAR images of several cities. The
iii

obtained results show satisfactory scores and also visually appear accurate. In the final
optimization phase, we: a) train the FCN Encoder with our custom HARD dataset - a
dataset with images that are harder to classify, and b) we optimize the hyperparameters of
the model. We test the resulted classifier on public SAR images and compare it with other
methods such as Smooth Labeling, Random Forest, and FCN Segmentation.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Sentinel-1 satellite SAR images have been widely used for water
surface detection [1, 2] and flood mapping [3, 4]. The first reason is that water surfaces
can be easily identified from a SAR image since the flat surface of calm water reflects
off all the energy coming from the radar and no signal is returned to the sensor. So, this
makes it appears in the image as black pixels [5]. The second reason is that Sentinel-1
images are available free of charge for the scientific and commercial users and also for the
general public [6].

FIGURE 1: Optical image vs. SAR image of the same area [7]

The most important technical advantage of SAR images is the weather and daylight
independence of radar systems. SAR images enable consistent monitoring in any lighting,
weather, and cloud-cover conditions [8]. Figure 1 depicts the difference between an
optical vs. a SAR image covering the same area.
Several methods were used for water detection from SAR images, including global
and enhanced thresholding, active contour modeling, and change detection [4]. The most
1

popular methods are based on thresholding and they are efficient especially for rural areas
with flat surfaces. However, applying such methods to urban areas is more challenging.
For example, highways and buildings’ shadows can be easily misclassified as water (see
Figure 2).
We propose a deep learning solution to detect water from SAR images. Our
approach not only can identify water by the intensity of each pixel, but it also considers
the spatial information of the neighborhood pixels. This proves to be more effective than
when simply thresholding the pixel values [1].

(a) A Sentinel-1 SAR image (VH polarization)

(b)
Water detection using the threshold method
(White = Water, Black = No-Water)

FIGURE 2: Seattle (displayed in WGS841 )

Related Work
We will refer to some of the most significant research publications related to water
detection from Sentinel-1 SAR images.
1

“WGS84 is an Earth-centered, Earth-fixed terrestrial reference system and geodetic datum.” [9]
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Bioresita et al. [1] proposed a sophisticated method to classify water based on local
thresholding and Height Above Nearest Drainage (HAND). To assess the results, they
used reference maps from the COPERNICUS Emergency Management Service. These
reference maps are produced using ESRI World Imagery, COSMO-SkyMed, Radarsat2, and other images except Sentinel imagery. They achieved an overall accuracy of
98% and the F-measure ranged between 0.64 and 0.92. Due to the spatial resolution
of SENTINEL-1 images, the smallest water surfaces are limited to one hectare (ha).
Consequently, only areas greater than or equal to one ha are retained in the reference
maps for the quantitative assessment. Since they used publicly available reference maps,
we will also use these maps to assess our results.
In [10], the authors proposed a fully automated processing chain to map flood areas
from Sentinel-1 images. They combined thresholding, HAND index, and fuzzy-logic
based classification which achieved an overall accuracy between 94% and 96.1%, and a
Cohen’s kappa coefficient 2 ranging from 0.879 to 0.91.
Huang et al. [2] applied Random Forest to detect water. They prepared their own
training dataset, created from Sentinel-1 images. And for the assessment, they used
ground truth obtained by labeling the water pixels from high-resolution aerial images.
Their classification accuracy ranged from 79% to 93%. (kappa 0.54 to 0.84). In their
approach, they only selected 300 random points for quantitative evaluation.
Hu et al. [12] tried to use Sentinel-1 dual-polarization data for global-scale local
climate zone classification, the classifier that the article used was the CCF method which
is an advanced version of Random Forest. They concluded that the obtained classification
was not yet satisfactory. However, the Sentinel-1 dual-polarization data could contribute
2

Cohen’s kappa measures the agreement between two raters who each classify N items into C mutually
exclusive categories [11].
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to the classification for several Local Climate Zones (LCZ) classes including water. The
results in [12] support our own research approach.
Recently, deep learning methods were also applied to SAR images. In [13], the
authors applied several pre-trained deep learning semantic segmentation [14] models
with Sentinel-1 SAR images to create land cover mapping with 5 classes. They used
the following deep networks: U-Net, DeepLabV3+, PSPNet, BiSeNet, SegNet, FCDenseNet, and FRRN-B. According to their result, FC-DenseNet achieved the best
overall accuracy (90.7%). In [15] the authors applied a fully convolutional network for
semantic segmentation based on a modified version of VGG 16 to detect flood from
Gaofen-3 SAR images.
To the best of our knowledge, most of the research on SAR image deep learning
classification is focused on the semantic segmentation approach where the input and the
label images have the same size. In our research, we use the So2Sat dataset, where the
input images have a size of (32 × 32) but the label is only one value.
Overview of Our Approach and Contributions
We aim to describe in this section our approach in an intuitive way, highlighting the
original contributions.
We classify water pixels considering both the pixel intensity and the spatial
information obtained from the neighborhood pixels. We propose the FCN Encoder
method which is based on the Convolutional Implementation of Sliding Windows [16], a
technique widely used in object detection. The unique design of the FCN Encoder makes
it pay more attention to the neighborhood pixels close to the center, and less attention to
pixels far away from the center.

4

First Research Stage
To train the FCN Encoder, in the first stage of our research, we used the Sentinel-1
image patches from the So2sat dataset. This dataset is quite new and, to the best of our
knowledge, it was never used before for water detection. After training, we employed the
resulted FCN Encoder to detect surface water from many large SAR images of different
cities. The results were compared with other methods, and showed good performance.
Preliminary results of this research stage were presented at the Symposium for University
Research and Creative Expression (SOURCE 2020) and awarded as Outstanding work.

Second Research Stage
In the second stage of our research, we attempted to improve the performance of the
FCN Encoder. We built a new dataset (HARD dataset, see Chapter II) that focuses more
on the area that is harder to classify such as highways, the border area of surface water,
bare lands, runways from airports, etc.
Our novel dataset is different from So2Sat since it is composed of geo-referenced
large SAR images, instead of small patches, so that it uses less space and is easier to
update and modify. We intend to publish this new dataset online with open access,
hopefully, this will make a contribution to the scientific community for further research
on surface water detection on SAR images using deep learning.
We trained the FCN Encoder on the HARD dataset. The results improved
significantly, and this can be depicted visually (see Chapter V for more details).
We also trained a Random Forest (RF) classifier with this HARD dataset, since
in the first part of our research RF generated good outcomes. Subsequently, we tested
the new RF classifier and compared it with the version trained on So2Sat. The results

5

show that RF trained on the harder dataset did not improve. This suggests that the FCN
Encoder is more capable than RF to learn complex features.
Next, we optimized the hyperparameters of the FCN Encoder using two standard
techniques (Weighted Random Search [17, 18] and Bayesian Optimization [19]) and
improved the classification performance this way.
To make sure that the FCN Encoder can perform well in general (not just for some
specific cases), we tested the FCN Encoder to detect water on study areas extracted from
different research papers. As a result, the outcome of FCN Encoder demonstrated again a
strong performance.
Structure of the Thesis
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter II describes the So2Sat
dataset and the HARD dataset. Chapter III introduces the proposed FCN Encoder
method, which is based on the convolutional implementation of sliding windows. Chapter
IV summarizes two hyperparameter optimization methods used: Weighted Random
Search (WRS) and Bayesian Optimization (BO). Chapter V presents and discusses
our experiments. Finally, Chapter VI contains the conclusions and future possible
improvements.

6

CHAPTER II
DATASETS

In this research, we used two datasets: The So2Sat dataset from [20] and our
custom HARD dataset, created to focus on image patches that are harder to classify. We
will describe in this chapter these two datasets.
So2Sat Dataset
The So2Sat dataset was generated by researchers of the Technical University of
Munich [20]. So2Sat LCZ42 is a set of co-registered patches (32 × 32 pixels) of synthetic
aperture radar images (both VH and VV polarization) and multispectral optical images
acquired by the Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 remote sensing satellites and the corresponding
LCZ label. The dataset contains images of over 42 cities across different continents and
cultural regions of the world. The Sentinel-1 images are downloaded from the ESA
SciHub [21] and prepared by ESA SNAP software [22]. Sentinel-2 images are semiautomatically downloaded and prepared using Google Earth Engine [23] and MATLAB
[24]. The local climate zones were manually labeled.
The So2Sat dataset contains 17 classes and it is distributed in two big files (File1
= Train set, File2 = Validation set). Since our research only requires water and no-water
classes, we extracted all water patches and sub-sample of no-water patches of Sentinel-1
from file-1. These patches are used for training and validation. We will refer to them as
the So2Sat-R-train set. Similarly, from file-2 we obtained the patches for testing and we
will refer to them as the So2Sat-R-test set.
The resulted So2Sat-R-train set contains 98,718 image patches (49,359 patches of
water images and 49,359 patches of no-water images). The So2Sat-R-test set is composed
7

of 5,128 image patches (2,564 patches of water images and 2,564 patches of no-water
images). Figure 3 illustrates the dataset preparation process. Some image samples are
shown in Figure 4.
For our purpose, we only used 2 bands of the So2Sat dataset: the intensity of the
refined Lee filtered VH channel and the intensity of the refined Lee filtered VV channel.
We verified that the label of the image patch corresponds to the center pixels by analyzing
the procedures of the image patch creation and also by plotting random patches for visual
inspection.

FIGURE 3: The So2Sat dataset preparation process

Building Our Custom Hard Dataset
We found that the So2Sat dataset is very easy to classify since the patches
corresponding to the hard-to-classify water border areas are not included. Those areas
were removed, because the author of the dataset shrank the polygon of water by 10 meters
(1 pixel) [20].
In addition, we noticed that we also need flat no-water areas, such as highways, bare
land, and airport runway that are harder to classify. However, from So2Sat it is difficult
8

FIGURE 4: Preview of the So2Sat dataset (VH channel)
to extract these areas since the data were already divided into patches and we do not have
access to the original ground truth.
To improve the classification accuracy, we have to focus more on areas that
are harder to classify. This is the reason why we created a new dataset, with harder
data samples. This new dataset consists of Sentinel-1 SAR images (both VH and VV
polarization) that cover three cities: New York, Seattle, and Tacoma. The images are
captured from Sentinel-1 Satellite on the following dates: 2018-05-07, 2020-03-23,
and 2020-03-23. We generate the data using the ESA SNAP software and the following
preprocessing steps (the same as for So2Sat [20]).
1. Apply orbit profile to get precisely geocoded images.
2. Apply radiometric calibration to obtain the backscatter intensity.
9

3. Apply speckle reduction using Lee filter with a filter size of (3 × 3).
4. Apply terrain correction with the help of SRTM DEM data to eliminate the
topographical distortion, in this step the images were also geocoded into the
WGS84/UTM coordinate system of the corresponding cities with a ground
sampling distance of 10m.
After preprocessing, it is not necessary to normalize the images before training
since the pixel values are radiometrically calibrated backscatter (Sigma Nought), which
is already a normalized dimensionless number obtained by comparing the observed radar
strength to that expected from an area of one square meter [25].
The ground truth images corresponding to the three cities (depicted in Figures 5 (b),
(e) and (h)) only consider water surface that can be identified visually in the SAR images.
These are obtained by manual labeling, using the following resources and software tools:
the water mask from Global Surface Water Explorer [26], satellite maps from Google, and
the aerial map from Bing and QGIS [27].
We also create masks of harder to classify areas (see Figures 5 (c), (f), and (i)).
We believe that training with data covered by these masks can improve the performance
of the classifier. These masks were obtained manually, by creating polygons that cover
the borders of water surfaces, highways, airports, bridges, and bare land. If we train the
classifier on the whole dataset, the classifier would overfit on the easy areas and will be
unable to classify harder areas.
The HARD dataset is a new dataset composed of three large SAR images with
the corresponding Ground Truth and the Mask of Harder Area (illustrated in Figure 5).
This configuration is different from So2Sat where the data are small patches of 32 × 32
pixels. To train the HARD dataset it is necessary to build a data generator that converts
large images into small patches of 32 by 32 pixels before each training iteration. This
10

approach has two advantages. First, it saves storage space, for example saving all the data
in patches of size (32 × 32) would increase the storage size by 1024 times. Second, this
method makes it easier to add new data or update the ground truth and mask of existing
data.
In brief, the masked harder area of the HARD dataset is equivalent to 409,892
patches of water and 1,988,280 patches of no-water, where the size of each patch is
32 × 32 pixels. Since the dataset is imbalanced, it requires additional preprocessing steps
to balance the data before training.

11

(a) SAR image VH Polarization - (b)
Ground Truth - New York, (c) Mask of Harder Area - New
New York
White=Water Black=No-water
York, White = Mask

(d) SAR image VH Polarization - (e)
Ground Truth - Seattle, (f)
Mask of Harder Area Seattle
White=Water Black=No-water
Seattle, White = Mask

(g) SAR image VH Polarization - (h)
Ground Truth - Tacoma, (i)
Mask of Harder Area Tacoma
White=Water Black=No-water
Tacoma, White = Mask

FIGURE 5: The HARD dataset (UTM1 Projection)

1

“UTM is the acronym for Universal Transverse Mercator, a plane coordinate grid system named for the
map projection on which it is based (Transverse Mercator).” [28]

12

CHAPTER III
THE FCN ENCODER METHOD

In the first stage of our study, we experimented with many classification methods,
such as the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Support
Vector Machine (SVM), and Random Forest (RF). The configurations of the classifiers
are described below.
MLP input = flattened image (2048 pixels), two hidden layers with 512 and 100 neurons
respectively, a softmax output layer.
CNN input = 2D image (32 × 32 × 2), six convolutional layers with batch normalization,
two max-pooling layers, a fully connected layers with dropout and a softmax output
layer.
SVM input = flattened image (2048 pixels), kernel = Linear Support Vector
Classification.
RF input = flattened image (2048 pixels), number of estimators =300.
The model settings (hyperparameters) were manually tuned and validated by Stratified KFold cross-validation [29] (described in Chapter V). All the methods have the input size
equivalent to 32 × 32 × 2 (1 image patch with VV and VH Channels) instead of only 1
pixel since the goal of this research is to implement a water classifier that also considers
information of the neighborhood pixels.
After training, the classifiers are intended to be deployed and used for water
detection in real applications, since SAR images of a real application are often much
bigger than the patch size (32 × 32 pixels). Hence, the sliding window approach
13

(illustrated in Figure 6) had to be implemented for all methods above. The sliding
window consists of iterating through every pixel of the input image, but instead of
taking each pixel as input to the classifier, a small image patch that includes many
neighborhoods is used as input to the classifier. The output of the classifier is only a value
that determines if the center pixel of the image patch is water or not.

FIGURE 6: The sliding window approach

We describe in the following the FCN Encoder method.
When the sliding window approach is applied to a CNN, it becomes very slow
since computing resources are wasted to recalculate many convolutions that have
already been calculated by neighbor patches. The FCN Encoder architecture is based
on the convolutional implementation of sliding windows. Its implementation consists of
converting a CNN into a Fully Convolutional Neural Network (FCN) by changing the
fully connected layers of the CNN into 1 × 1 convolutional layers. This approach has been
widely used in object detection [16], and the method has the advantage of accepting input
images of any size.
The working principle of convolutional implementation of sliding windows is
depicted in Figure 7. It can be observed from Figure 7(a) that the receptive field of the
14

(a) The receptive field of the output pixel is 14 × 14.

(b) The output pixels are equivalent to the result of applying sliding windows of patch
size 14 × 14 with a stride of 2 to the input image.

FIGURE 7: Convolutional implementation of sliding windows [30]
output pixel is 14 × 14. If the same convolution and max pooling operations from Figure
7(a) are applied to a bigger input image with size 16 × 16 (Figure 7(b)), the output image
will have size 4 × 4. It is interesting to observe that these output pixels are equivalent to
the result of applying sliding windows with patch size 14 × 14 and stride 2 to the input
image.
This property of the convolutional sliding windows is very useful for faster
classification of images since, for each receptive field, it reuses the convolution result
of the receptive fields of the neighbors. However, we cannot use this method to classify
a large image directly, because the separation between each sliding window (reception
field) has a stride bigger than 1. To have the output size equal (or similar) to the input
size, it requires a stride equal to 1. The good news is that this problem can be solved by
creating many shifted versions of the input image and then merge the results to get an
output close to the size of the input image [31]. This approach is illustrated in Figure 8,
and explained with more details in Stanford’s CNN course [32].

15

FIGURE 8: Combining the result (illustration modified from [31])

The proposed FCN Encoder has the following architecture:
FCN Encoder input = 2D image (anysize), six convolutional layers with batch
normalization, two max pooling layers, one (1 × 1) convolutional layer with
dropout and a softmax output layer with 2 classes. More detail of the architecture
is displayed in Table 1. This specific configuration makes the FCN Encoder to have
a receptive field of 32 × 32 which means each output pixel corresponds to a input
patch of 32 × 32.
To deploy FCN Encoder for water detection of a large SAR image. First, it is
necessary to create 16 shifted versions of the input image. Then, apply the FCN Encoder
to each of the shifted images. Finally, merge the 16 output images. The width of the
output image is 32 pixels smaller than the width of the input image, this also occurs
with the length. This size reduction is caused by the missing classification result of the
16

TABLE 1: FCN Encoder
Layers

Activation

N of filters

Filter size

Feature map size

Input [receptive field (32 × 32)]
Conv2D + Batch
relu
32
3×3
30 × 30
Conv2D + Batch
relu
32
3×3
28 × 28
Max Pooling
2×2
14 × 14
Conv2D + Batch
relu
64
3×3
12 × 12
Conv2D + Batch
relu
64
3×3
10 × 10
Max Pooling
2×2
5×5
Conv2D + Batch
relu
128
3×3
3×3
Conv2D + Batch
relu
128
3×3
1×1
Conv2D + Drop (0.2)
relu
1024
1×1
1×1
Output (2 Classes)
softmax
1024
This configuration makes the FCN Encoder have a receptive field of 32 × 32

image border area, due to the sliding window implementation. The omitted border area is
irrelevant because in a real application the input image usually contains millions of pixels.
Besides the fact that FCN Encoder is theoretically faster than CNN, it has been
designed to make the network focuses more on the center pixels of the image patch. From
Table 1, it can be observed that, due to the architecture design, the output (Feature map)
size of each layer is reduced systematically. The size of the last layer is shrunk to 1 × 1
and this reduction is very similar to an encoder. Hence, reducing the output size layer by
layer, makes the neural network paying more attention to the center pixels of the patch
and less attention to neighborhood pixels that are far away from the center since those
pixels are only been considered at the initial layers of the neural network.
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CHAPTER IV
HYPERPARAMETER OPTIMIZATION

Recently, there has been significant interest in the area of hyperparameter
optimization, especially since the rise of deep learning which puts a lot of pressure on
the existing techniques due to the very large number of hyperparameters involved and the
significant training time needed for such architectures. Optimizing the hyperparameter
values leading to the best generalization performance can be done through repeated
training and evaluation sessions, trying different combinations of hyperparameter values.
The training + evaluation process for one combination of hyperparameter values is called
a trial. Each trial is computationally expensive since the model has to be retrained.
Overviews of hyperparameter optimization techniques can be found in [33, 34, 35].
Popular methods are Grid Search (GS), Random Search (RS), Simulated Annealing (SA),
Bayesian Optimization (BO), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), and Evolutionary
Algorithms (EA). Hyperparameter optimization approaches presently oscillate between
introducing more sophisticated techniques (Sequential Model-Based Global Optimization,
Reinforcement Learning, etc) and various attempts to optimize existing simple techniques
[35]. With the large availability of various software packages (e.g., LIBSVM [36],
BayesianOptimization [37], Spearmint [38], Hyperopt-sklearn [39], Optunity [40], AutoWeka [41]) implementing some of the more complicated algorithms, the interest slowly
shifted to techniques more specific to the target problems.
For the present work we used Weighted Random Search (WRS) [17, 18, 42], and an
instance of BO [19, 37].
WRS is an optimized version of RS, proven to generate better results in the context
of CNN hyperparameter optimizations [18]. While RS chooses a totally random sample
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from the hyperparameters search space, WRS takes into account the importance of each
of the parameters in the variation of the objective function. WRS consists therefore of
two steps. It initially runs for a preset number of steps identically to RS. Using the results
from this previous sequence it employs fANOVA [43] to compute the weights for each of
the hyperparameters. These weights give the probabilities of change, the more significant
a parameter is, the more often it changes. When no new value is generated for a specific
hyperparameter, the value that triggers the best result so far is used for it. The algorithm
favors this way the values that were previously proven to generate good results but also
avoid getting stuck in a local optimum. WRS is embarrassingly parallel and running on
multiple workers yields even better results than running sequentially.
BO methods also evaluate hyperparameters that appear more promising from
past results and several techniques were used to define what more promising means. A
review of various BO variants can be found in [44]. The BO technique we employed here
relies on fitting a Gaussian Process to the known samples (the previously explored data
samples). The posterior distribution and an exploration strategy (e.g., Upper Confidence
Bound or Expected Improvement), are used to determine the next point to explore. The
Gaussian Process method is a variant of Sequential Model-Based Optimization (SMBO).
The decision on using two different optimization techniques relies on the fact that,
even if BO is proven to be the most efficient approach for low-dimensional problems
[45], it does not scale up well with an increasing number of dimensions [44]. WRS, on
another hand, due to its inherently parallel nature, offers the ability to scale up well to
an impressive number of dimensions by simply using more workers. Therefore, WRS
offers the possibility to increase the number of analyzed trials in a predefined time, by
employing more efficiently the hardware resources.
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Besides using more elaborated algorithms, there are also several possible strategies
to alleviate the complexity of hyperparameter optimization:
1. Running the optimization algorithm concurrently on multiple workers.
2. Terminate the optimization sequence before the entire computation budget is
exhausted, or some performance criteria are satisfied.
3. Lower the train/test execution time by using only a fraction of the available data, or
a more compact version of the data samples (e.g., lower resolution images).
4. Select efficiently the most promising set of hyperparameter values (the candidates)
for the subsequent iteration. For instance, a simple greedy algorithm may narrow
sufficiently the search space and conduct to a significant improvement.
WRS employs strategies 1 and 4, while BO uses the 4th technique. Both methods
have the potential to yield good results for CNN hyperparameter optimizations, which
was the main reason to choose them for our work. Testing the WRS method on a
challenging real-world problem was therefore very attractive for us.
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CHAPTER V
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The present research consists of two stages (A and B). In stage A, we employ the
So2Sat dataset and apply Stratified K-Fold cross-validation to find the best setting. Then
we evaluate the result of the FCN Encoder on a separate unseen test set, and compare it
with the following methods: SVM, MLP, RF, and CNN. We deploy the FCN Encoder in
a real-world application to detect water in a large SAR image. Additionally, we apply the
FCN Encoder to SAR images of a new study area collected from [1]. We assess our result
by comparing it with the Smooth Labeling method which also considers information from
nearby pixels. We refer to the set of these experiments as Experiments A.
In stage B, we create the HARD dataset, which focuses on areas that are harder to
classify. We improve the performance of FCN Encoder by training it with the new dataset
and applying hyperparameter optimization. Then, we evaluate the outcomes of the FCN
Encoder by comparing its results with the results of other studies. We refer to the set of
these experiments as Experiments B.
Experiments A
Setup
First, we obtain the So2Sat-R-train set and the So2Sat-R-test set. These datasets
are described in Chapter II. On the So2Sat-R-train set, we train classifiers. The best
configuration of each classifier is obtained by manually tuning the hyperparameters with
Stratified 10-Fold cross-validation.
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We split the So2Sat-R-train set 70% for training and 30% for validation. We use
early stopping to avoid over-fitting. We evaluate the validation set after every 10,000
image patches. The reason is that the So2Sat dataset has too many similar patches. For
example, it contains a lot of water patches in the middle of lakes and oceans, so if we
evaluate the validation set after 1 epoch, the classifier will overfit.
Then, the classifiers are tested on the So2Sat-R-test set and the two-tailed ttest is applied to the resulted scores to assess statistically if a certain method is better
than others. For this experiment, each classifier is trained and tested 30 times by using
the same set of hyperparameters obtained by 10-Fold cross-validation, to reduce the
dependency on random initialization.
In an additional experiment, to make sure that the model can perform well in a realworld application, we test the classifiers to detect the water surfaces of a large SAR image
corresponding to the Seattle area (part of our new dataset).
To compare our FCN Encoder with other methods, we collect ground truth
information from [1] and we use the FCN Encoder trained on the So2Sat dataset to detect
surface water of this new study area. Finally, we use the ground truth information to
assess our classifier.
For all these experiments, we use the following software packages: TensorFlow
[46], Keras [47], and Scikit-learn [48].

Stratified K-Fold cross-validation result
We use the Stratified K-Fold cross-validation method on So2Sat-R-train set to find
the best set of hyperparameters manually. The results from this method can also give us
a quick overview of which classifiers perform better. Table 2 shows the accuracy results
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of running 10 Fold cross-validation, it can be observed that both CNN and FCN Encoder
achieved mean accuracy higher than 98%.
TABLE 2: 10 Fold Cross-Validation
Method
FCN Encoder
CNN
MLP
RF
SVM

Mean Accuracy
0.9812
0.9818
0.9737
0.9764
0.9263

Std
0.00644
0.007493
0.001342
0.001341
0.001447

Max Accuracy
0.9871
0.9879
0.9762
0.9785
0.9286

Quantitative assessment on the So2Sat-R-test set
To reduce the dependency on random initialization, each classifier is trained
30 times by using the same set of hyperparameters, and we evaluate each classifier
with So2Sat-R-test set. The quantitative assessment results are depicted in Table 3.
Comparison graphs are illustrated in Figures 9,10 and 11.
TABLE 3: Quantitative Assessment Results on the So2Sat-R-test Set
Method
FCN Encoder
CNN
MLP
RF
SVM

Max Accuracy

Mean Accuracy ± Std

F1-Score

AUC (ROC)

0.975
0.975
0.946
0.957
0.850

0.948 ± 0.015
0.946 ± 0.027
0.928 ± 0.018
0.949 ± 0.005
0.850 ± 0

0.947 ± 0.017
0.943 ± 0.032
0.925 ± 0.021
0.948 ± 0.005
0.850 ± 0

0.987 ± 0.006
0.988 ± 0.005
0.966 ± 0.002
0.981 ± 0.002
—

Table 3 shows that both FCN Encoder and CNN achieved high scores. To have a
statistical comparison, p-values from two-tailed t-test are calculated (see Table 4). The
p-value results confirm statistically that the performance of the FCN Encoder and CNN
are similar since both of them share similar architectures that are based on convolutions.
However, the main advantage of the FCN Encoder over the CNN is that when the
classifier is deployed in a real-world application FCN Encoder is much faster than CNN
(explained in Chapter III). Also, the p-values show that FCN Encoder is significantly
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better than MLP in all of the quantitative assessments. The FCN Encoder is significantly
better than RF with respect to the Area Under the Curve (AUC) measure.
TABLE 4: P-Values Obtained With Two Tailed T-Test
Method

Accuracy

F1-Score

AUC (ROC)

FCN Encoder vs CNN (P-Value)
0.65341 0.586119
0.52213
FCN Encoder vs MLP (P-Value) 3.0289e-5 5.3192e-5
2.7012e-26
FCN Encoder vs RF (P-value)
0.7629
0.7940
2.4419E-7
(n = 30), P-Value < 0.05 means FCN is significantly better (with 95% of confidence)

It is interesting that RF achieved very high mean accuracy and F1-score. This
suggests that RF could be also a good classifier. However, we will later see that when we
apply RF on a real application with a bigger SAR image, the classification performance
on the border areas is poor.

FIGURE 9: AUC (ROC) results on the So2Sat-R-test set
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FIGURE 10: Accuracy results on the So2Sat-R-test set

FIGURE 11: F1 results on the So2Sat-R-test set
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Evaluation on a real-case application
In this experiment, different classifiers trained on the So2Sat dataset are used to
detect water surfaces on a SAR image of the Seattle area. The image was captured by the
Sentinel-1B satellite in ascending orbit on 2020-03-23. The size of the image is about
3.9 million pixels. The quantitative assessment results are calculated by comparing the
classifier’s output with the ground truth image. The ground truth (Figures 12 and 14 (a))
is obtained by classifying the SAR image manually with the help of the water mask from
Global Surface Water Explorer [26], the satellite map from Google, the aerial map from
Bing, and QGIS software [27].

FIGURE 12: Ground truth water mask (cyan color) of Seattle (displayed in WGS84)

From the visual inspection of water detection results, it can be observed that both
FCN Encoder and CNN produced a very clear (smooth) output (Figure 14 (b) and (d))
which demonstrated that the methods have good generalization. In contrast, the MLP
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produced a noisy output and very confusing borderlines (Figure 14 (c)). Thus, it did not
learn the geometrical property of the image. The SVM generated the worst result (Figure
14 (e)). The RF method produce quite good and smooth output (Figure 14 (f)), but it has
problems with the border and small object (illustrated in Figure 13 (a)).

(a) RF

(b) FCN Encoder

FIGURE 13: FCN Encoder vs. RF (Seattle Area displayed in WGS84)
Water (TP) = White, No-Water (TN) = Black, FP = Green, FN = Magenta
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(a) Ground Truth

(b) FCN Encoder

(c) MLP

(d) CNN

(e) SVM

(f) RF

FIGURE 14: Surface water of Seattle (displayed in WGS84)
(White = Water, Black = No-Water)
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Figure 13 illustrates a better comparison between FCN Encoder and RF results.
This illustration uses ground truth as a reference image to get False Positive (FP) and
False Negative (FN) pixels. Comparing Figure 13 (a) with 13 (b), it can be noticed
that FCN Encoder perform better than RF since the result of RF presents a lot of falsenegative pixels in the border area, and the bridges (small objects) are wrongly classified as
water (false positive pixels).
Table 5 shows the quantitative assessment results obtained by different methods
on the SAR image of Seattle. It can be observed that FCN Encoder achieves the best
performance in Accuracy, F1-score, and AUC.
An interesting fact of these assessment scores is that the numeric difference
between distinct methods is relatively small. This is because the study area is quite big
(3.9 million pixels) and the number of corrected classified pixels is much larger than the
misclassified pixels.
However, despite the small numeric difference in the assessment score, Figure 14
shows that the visual difference between them is significant.
Comparing the misclassification pixels between methods can give us a better idea
of the performance of one method compared to others. The misclassified pixels (i.e., the
sum of FP and FN) are depicted in Table 5. The last column of Table 5 shows that the RF
method has 29.46% more misclassification pixels than FCN Encoder.

Execution time comparison
In the previous sections, we mentioned that in the deployment or prediction phase
(not in the learning phase), the FCN Encoder is faster than when applying a sliding
window to a CNN. To calculate the difference, we evaluated the execution time for water
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TABLE 5: Quantitative Assessment on the Seattle Area
Method

Accuracy

F1-Score

AUC (ROC)

Confusion Matrix

Misclassified
Pixels

% More
misclassification

FCN Encoder

98.3896%

0.974367

0.998366

62372

(reference)

CNN

98.2310%

0.971757

0.998303

68513

9.84%

MLP

97.0470%

0.951981

0.982419

114372

83.37%

RF

97.9151%

0.966525

0.998228

80747

29.46%

SVM

94.9547%

0.919841

—

[[2625219 36795]
[25577 1185433]]
[[2625861 36153]
[32360 1178650]]
[[2624936 37078]
[77294 1133716]]
[[2626554 35460]
[45287 1165723]]
[[2556443 105571]
[89836 1121174]]

195407

213.29%

Confusion Matrix: [[TN FP] where TN = True Negative, FP = False Positive
[FN TP]]
FN = False Negative, TP = True Positive
(FP and FN are represented in red color)

detection of the Seattle area using both methods. To have a fair comparison, we use about
the same GPU RAM.
TABLE 6: Elapsed Time
Method
FCN Encoder
CNN with sliding window

Elapsed Time

Used GPU RAM

GPU Usage

2 seconds
81 seconds

4539 MB
4543 MB

99%
89%

input setting
1 big image 2000x2000 pixels
2304 patches of 32x32 pixels in parallel

Table 6 shows that the FCN Encoder approach is about 40.5 times faster
than applying sliding windows to a CNN. The experiment was performed on HighPerformance Computers (HPC) located at CWU, which consist of four IBM® Power
Systems™ S822LC with NVIDIA Tesla P100 SXM2 GPUs.

Comparison with other studies
In Chapter I, we presented several research publications related to water detection
using Sentinel-1 SAR images, most of those publications used their private dataset to do
the quantitative assessment, only [1] used public ground truth dataset from the Copernicus
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Emergency Management Service. The results of this research can only be fairly compared
with [1].
The authors of [1] proposed a complex technique to classify water from the
Sentinel-1 SAR image, the method is based on smooth labeling using a bilateral filtering
approach that considers the spatial auto-correlation among nearby pixels. Besides
Sentinel-1 Image, they also used extra SRTM DEM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission
Digital Elevation Model) data to obtain a Height Above Nearest Drainage (HAND)
index that aims to remove false-positive surface water located high above the nearest
drainage line. The quantitative assessment results of [1] were obtained after applying
many parameters tuning of their method, and the best one was published.
To compare the performance of the FCN Encoder with the Smooth Labeling
method, we use the FCN Encoder trained on the So2Sat dataset to classify water surfaces
of the UK area extracted from [1]. We compare the results with the ground truth image.
Since in previous experiments, RF demonstrated good performance on the So2Sat-R-test
set, we also apply RF to detect water from the UK area. The results are shown in Table 7.
TABLE 7: Quantitative Assessment on the UK Area
Method

Overall
Accuracy

Smooth Labeling with HAND [1]
RF
FCN Encoder [our method]

98.40%
98.39%
98.43%

F1-Score
0.75
0.75
0.77

True Positive
Rate

False Positive
Rate

Omission
Error

Commission
Error

62.44%
65.57%
71.09%

0.15%
0.36%
0.54%

37.56%
34.43%
28.91%

5.72%
12.66%
16.53%

From Table 7, we observe that the FCN Encoder achieves the highest scores in
Overall Accuracy, F1-score, and True Positive Rate. Despite the numerical difference
between the scores of distinct methods is small, in the previous section, we already
demonstrated that even small differences in these scores can produce a huge impact on
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the visual aspect. In this study area, F1-score is more suitable to assess the performance
of the classifiers since there is much more no-water area than water area (imbalance data).
We also notice that the Smooth Labeling method obtained a very low Commission
Error. The reason is that the Smooth Labeling method uses extra DEM (Digital Elevation
Model) data. This can reduce the commission error (no-water that has been classified as
water) significantly since calm water cannot be located in areas with high slopes.
We hope that if we train the FCN Encoder with a better set of hyperparameters and
on a harder dataset, our result could improve (Experiments B).
Experiments B
Setup
The procedure applied to execute Experiments B is the following. First, we create
the HARD dataset by labeling manually the water surface of three cities (Seattle, Tacoma,
and New York) (more details are described in Chapter II). Then, we train the FCN
Encoder with the HARD dataset. Since this new dataset is composed of large SAR
images we create a data generator to convert big images into small patches of 32 × 32 on
the fly. This data generator also balances the data using under-sampling before training.
After that, we use the resulted FCN Encoder to detect water from the SAR images
reported in [1].
To improve the performance of the FCN Encoder, we apply two different
hyperparameter optimization algorithms: Weighted Random Search (WRS) [17] and
Bayesian Optimization (BO) [19]. For both methods, we use 74 iterations for exploration
and 126 iterations for exploitation, so the total number of iterations is 200. These methods
aim to find the optimal set of hyperparameter for the FCN Encoder with the HARD
dataset.
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Like all neural networks, even if we train the classifier many times with the same
set of hyperparameters and the same training data, it will give us results with different
accuracies. This is due to the random weight initialization. To reduce this effect, we run
three times each iteration of hyperparameter optimization of the FCN Encoder with the
same set of hyperparameters. Then, we average the results. In this way, the accuracy
variation is more dependable on the hyperparameters instead of the random weight
initialization. For the training, we set to 500 the maximum number of epochs and we
use early stopping with patience equal to 10 to avoid over-fitting.
For these experiments, we use the following software packages: TensorFlow [46],
Keras [47], BayesianOptimization [37] and WRS [42].

Results of the FCN Encoder trained on the HARD dataset
We train the FCN Encoder on the HARD dataset, to detect water of SAR images
from the UK area. We obtain (see Table 9) an F1-Score of 0.79, which is 2% better than
the same classifier trained on the So2Sat dataset and 4% better than the result of the
Smooth Labeling method. This improvement produces a huge visual impact, as shown
in Figure 15.
This demonstrates that training the FCN Encoder with the HARD dataset makes it
able to detect more complex water bodies, such as small rivers.
We also train an RF classifier using the HARD dataset. The result is depicted in
Table 9. We observe that the F1-Score of the RF classifier does not improve. On the
contrary, the accuracy is reduced due to higher Commission Error (1-Precision), which
means there are a lot of no-water pixels misclassified as water. Furthermore, we train the
RF by increasing the number of estimators, this also does not improve the results. Hence,
we conclude that the FCN Encoder is more capable than RF to learn complex features.
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(a) SAR Image from Harrogate - Leeds Area

(b) Ground Truth

(c)
Result of FCN Encoder (trained with the (d)
Result of FCN Encoder (trained with the
So2Sat dataset)
HARD dataset)

FIGURE 15: Improvements of the FCN Encoder (UK Area)
Results of hyperparameter optimization
The best hyperparameters found by WRS and BO are displayed in Table 8.
TABLE 8: Best Hyperparameters Found by WRS and BO.
Hyperparameters
Learning rate [float]
Batchsize [int]
Extralayer [int]
N of filter 1 [int]
N of filter 2 [int]
N of filter 3 [int]
N of filter last layer [int]
Dropout1 [float]
Dropout2 [float]
Dropout3 [float]
Dropout4 [float]

Range
from 10−4 to 10−1.886
[32, 64, 128, 256]
[0, 1, 2]
16 to 64 step = 4
16 to 128 step = 4
16 to 256 step = 4
256 to 2048 step = 24
0 to 0.5 step = 0.05
0 to 0.5 step = 0.05
0 to 0.5 step = 0.05
0 to 0.5 step = 0.05

WRS
0.004270
256
0
32
56
228
304
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.35

BO
0.002322
256
2
24
56
204
1768
0
0.5
0.15
0.5

Learning rate refers to the step size used for gradient descent algorithm, for the
FCN Encoder we used Adam optimizer [49]. Batchsize is the number of image patches
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used for each weight update. Extralayer is the number of additional convolutional layers
added to the FCN Encoder. N of filter 1 is the size of the filter (the number of neurons)
in the first and second convolutional layers. N of filter 2 is the size of the filter in the
third and fourth convolutional layers. N of filter 3 is the size of the filter in the fifth and
sixth convolutional layers. N of filter last layer is the size of the filter in the last 1 × 1
convolutional layer. Dropout1 is the fraction of the input units to be dropped in the first
and second convolutional layers. Dropout2 is the fraction of the input units to be dropped
in the third and fourth convolutional layers. Dropout3 is the fraction of the input units
to be dropped in the fifth and sixth convolutional layers. Dropout4 is the fraction of the
input units to be dropped in the last 1 × 1 convolutional layer.
For WRS, the obtained maximum mean accuracy is 0.9806 at iteration 197, with a
processing time of 44 minutes/iteration using three workers simultaneously (if we only
use one worker, the estimated processing time will be around 132 minutes/iteration). For
BO, the obtained maximum mean accuracy is 0.9809 at iteration 84, with a processing
time of 206 min/iteration using one worker.
We notice that BO takes a much longer processing time than WRS. The reason is
that the WRS method narrows the search space and focuses more on the region of smaller
neural network configuration, while the BO tends to find the optimal hyperparameters in
the region of bigger neural networks that require more processing power.
Figure 16 shows that the moving average has an increasing trend for WRS while in
the case of BO it yields large variations. This suggests that leaving the WRS optimization
run for a larger number of trials has the potential to improve the results. Another
advantage of WRS is that it has an embarrassingly parallel structure. This allows easy and
natural parallelization. Distributing the optimization process across parallel executions
clearly conducts to better results, especially when the number of workers increases [17].
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FIGURE 16: Hyperparameter optimization (20 moving average)
After hyperparameter optimization, we pick up the best FCN Encoder classifier
found by WRS, since the neural network found by WRS is smaller than the one found by
BO. Then, we use it to detect water from SAR images of the UK area. The quantitative
assessment results are displayed in Table 9. We notice that with hyperparameter
optimization, the FCN Encoder improves the F1-Score to 0.81 which is 2% better than
the same classifier trained on the HARD dataset without hyperparameter optimization,
4% better than the FCN Encoder trained with the So2Sat dataset, and 6% better than the
result of the Smooth Labeling method. The graphical results are illustrated in Figures 17
and 18.
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(a) Sentine-1 SAR image

(b) Ground Truth

(c)
Result of the FCN Encoder
(trained with the HARD dataset
and WRS)

FIGURE 17: UK York - Selby Area (UTM projection)

(a) Sentine-1 SAR image

(b) Ground Truth

(c)
Result of the FCN Encoder
(trained with the HARD dataset
and WRS)

FIGURE 18: UK Harrogate - Leeds Area (UTM projection)
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TABLE 9: Quantitative Assessment on the UK Area (HARD Dataset and WRS)
Overall
Accuracy

Method
Smooth Labeling with HAND [1]
RF
[trained with the So2sat dataset]
RF
[trained with the HARD dataset]
FCN Encoder
[trained with the So2Sat dataset]
FCN Encoder
[trained with the HARD dataset]
FCN Encoder
[trained with the HARD dataset and
WRS]

F1-Score

True
Positive
Rate

False
Positive
Rate

Omission
Error

Commission
Error

98.40%

0.75

62.44%

0.15%

37.56%

5.72%

98.39%

0.75

65.57%

0.36%

34.43%

12.66%

98.13%

0.75

75.48%

1.02%

24.52%

26.31%

98.43%

0.77

71.09%

0.54%

28.91%

16.53%

98.48%

0.79

75.13%

0.57%

24.87%

15.72%

98.57%

0.81

75.60%

0.49%

24.40%

13.84%

Testing the FCN Encoder on additional study areas
To make sure that the FCN Encoder trained on the HARD dataset with WRS
hyperparameter optimization can perform well in general, and not just in some specific
cases, we extract the SAR images and Ground Truth of another study area located in
Italy from [1], and we use the same FCN Encoder from the last section to detect water
surface of this new study area. The assessment results are shown in Table 10 and the
visual outputs are illustrated in Figures 19 and 20. We can observe that FCN Encoder
outperformed again in terms of F1-Score and Accuracy. The Smooth Labeling method
again obtained a very low Commission Error, as mentioned before, the reason is that the
Smooth Labeling method uses an extra DEM (Digital Elevation Model) data.
TABLE 10: Quantitative Assessment on the Italy Area
Method
Smooth Labeling with HAND [1]
FCN Encoder
[trained with the HARD dataset and
WRS]

Overall
Accuracy

F1-Score

True
Positive
Rate

False
Positive
Rate

Omission
Error

Commission
Error

98.68%

0.64

48.51%

0.10%

51.49%

7.50%

98.70%

0.68

56.34%

0.22%

43.65%

13.21%
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(a) Sentinel-1 SAR image

(b) Ground Truth

(c) Result of FCN Encoder (trained with the HARD dataset and WRS)

FIGURE 19: Italy San Salvatore - Sale Area (UTM projection)
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(a) Sentinel-1 SAR image

(b) Ground Truth

(c) Result of the FCN Encoder (trained with the HARD dataset and WRS)

FIGURE 20: Italy Trino - Casale - Lomello Area (UTM projection)

We also apply our classifier (the same FCN Encoder tuned with WRS used in the
previous Section) on the only study area published in [50]. The result is illustrated in
Figure 21 (b). Due to the design of the FCN Encoder, the output image (Figure 21 (b))
must be 32 pixels smaller, both in width and length, than the input image in Figure 21 (a).
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Each pixel of the image provided in [50] contains information of the backscatter
coefficient (Sigma Nought) expressed in decibels (dB), but our FCN Encoder is trained
directly on the backscatter coefficient (Sigma Nought). To make our classifier work, we
perform an additional pre-processing step that consists of converting the decibels back to
backscatter intensity.
From Figure 21 (a), the “Hand-Labeled” image refers to Ground Truth image.
The “CNN prediction” image is the result of water segmentation using a version of
a Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) Segmentation method. The “Sentinel-1 Otsu
Classification” is the result of using the Otsu thresholding method. By evaluating visually
the images from Figures 21 (a) and (b), we observe that the result from the FCN Encoder
looks consistent, and the FCN Encoder can detect islands in the middle of the water
bodies that the other methods are unable to detect.

(a) Result from [50]

(b)
Result from the FCN
Encoder

FIGURE 21: Water Surface detection from Sen1Flood11 dataset
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS

By comparing with different machine learning algorithms our proposed FCN
Encoder approach achieved a high assessment score on the So2Sat-R-test set. From visual
inspection of the Seattle water detection result, we could observe that the FCN Encoder
achieved a good generalization and produced a very clear (smooth) output. Also, in a real
application, the proposed FCN Encoder is about 40.5 times faster than when applying
sliding windows to a CNN.
Additionally, we created our own dataset (the HARD dataset) and used it to train
the FCN Encoder with the help of hyperparameter optimization. We tested the classifier
on several public datasets. The results showed that the FCN Encoder, trained with a
harder dataset and hyperparameter optimization, improved performance even more. Based
on these experiments, we conclude that the proposed FCN Encoder approach has great
potential for SAR image water detection.
There are still rooms for improvement. After analyzing the learning curve, we
found that the difference between training and validation error is still high. This indicates
high variance and suggests that training the FCN Encoder on more data will probably
increase the performance even more. Also, we believe that adding an additional DEM
channel to the input image could also contribute to improvements, since the slope
information inferred from DEM may remove a lot of false-positive water pixels.
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